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iments inside reservoirs to increase reservoir storage capacity. 
(3) Because it is inconvenient without sluice gates for embankments sluice gates

must be installed during new restoration to open and close as needed. 
(4) Any repair works of reservoirs must start immediately after spring plowing is

finished. Reservoirs must be maintained deep and embankments piled up high.
If a reservoir is dry it must be filled with water from streams with installation
of diversion dams. 

(5) Small reservoirs should be repaired by the farmers or soldiers stationed near
the reservoirs, medium size reservoirs by people from a few myeon (sub-
county) and large reservoirs by people from a few gun (county) near the reser-
voirs.

(6) When drafting people for reservoir construction or repair, government workers
should be occasionally drafted and monks may also be temporarily drafted.

(7) To prepare documentation for rewarding officials and workers.
(8) Each province must prepare a report about the size of reservoirs and height of

embankments before and after rehabilitation, and submit it.
(9) To report the increased irrigation areas by the restoration of diversion dams.
(10) After implementation of this regulation, local officials’activities will be

inspected and they may be reprimanded if found negligent.
(11) Any missing or incomplete issues of this regulation will be added in the

future. 

Comparing the two regulations, Je-eon-samok and Je-eon-jeolmok, they are very
similar but it should be noted that even after 116 years the government prohibited
cultivation of reservoir area for rice paddy and destroying or damaging reservoirs,
and loyal families and local landlords were still practicing such illegal activities.
Later rice transplanting was widely introduced but government forced the farmers
not to use transplanting whenever droughts take place. This happened because rice-
transplanting method had a disadvantage of requiring adequate supply of water dur-
ing droughts although it had numerous advantages in rice farming. 

4.  Observation of Agricultural Meteorology

1)  Observation Systems and Weather Measurement  

In 1425 Gwansanggam in charge of weather observation was established.
Gwansanggam was an office of Yejo (Ministry of Cultural Affairs) but overall
responsibility of the office was jointly held by Yeonguijeong (prime minister).
Gwansanggam consisted of chief official and 24 specialists who were in charge of
astronomy, geography, almanac, astrology, climate, water clock, etc. Since the prime
minister jointly held the position of chief official, Gwansanggam was a high level
office. And new specialists for future needs of the organization were trained under
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the apprentice system by appointed teachers and their assistants for astronomy and
geography, respectively. The teachers were selected among existing specialists in the
organization. Gwansanggam was an office which had a combined function of both
present day astronomical observatory and meteorological observatory. With regard
to the agricultural meteorology, the office observed and reported rainfall, snowfall,
stream flow stage, infiltration rate of rainfall, frost, hail, etc. 

Kings were especially interested in precipitation information during the crop
growing season and chief official of each province and the local officials were
directly involved in the observation. Because the amount of precipitation was used
to determine the release and renewal of grain for military uses it was important
national information to accurately measure precipitation. Also required was to mea-
sure and report the infiltration depth of rainfall. This is very similar to the record that
Jews in the 12th century measured the infiltration depth of rainfall because they
already realised the effect of the amount of rainfall upon crop yields.

Snowfall was measured as a part of precipitation. They studied the relationship
between snowfall in winter and rainfall and furthermore pursued the prediction of
crop yields from the information. Even it was very primitive it would be considered
as a beginning of weather forecasting for agriculture. Late frost and early frost were
a part of the weather forecasting as such weather conditions could damage crop
yields. This is because late frost in the springtime and early frost in the middle of
September damaged crop growth. Also hails were measured and reported. 

Figure 4-2 Sun dial Figure 4-3 Jagyeokru (1536 A.D.)
(water clock)
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The reporting system of weather measurements was gun and hyeon → do → Yejo
(Ministry) → King and the reporting items were rainfall, snowfall, frost, hail (abnor-
mal weather), infiltration depth of rainfall, etc. Based on this information the gov-
ernment could conduct estimation of crop damage, evaluation and prediction of crop
yields, and updating data for such prediction, which were used to determine military
food supply. 

The observation system started in 1425 was quite early in the world history. In the
United Kingdom the first office which measured weather data was established in
1840 at the Greenwich Astronomical Observatory and in Germany the
Meteorological section of the Statistics Division was expanded to the Meteorological
Observatory in 1848. In Japan, Tokyo Weather Observatory was established in 1875
and became the Central Meteorological Observatory in 1887. 

2)  Invention and Distribution ofCheug-ugi (Rain gage)

There was a suggestion to develop Cheug-ugi (rain gage) in 1441. And in the 8th of
May 1442 a rain gage was developed. Dimensions of the cylind-rical-shaped rain gage
were; 1.5 cheok (30.99 cm) deep, 7 chi (14.46 cm) dia-meter. A rain gage was sent to
each province to copy the same shape of rain gage with clay or porcelain. After the
development of the rain gage the rainfall
measurement became modern and scientif-
ic and this was the first such instrument in
the world. About 200 years later Benedetto
Castelli (1577 - 1644 A.D.) of Italy devel-
oped a rain gage which was the first time
such instrument used in Europe. Only dif-
ference between the two instruments was
that the Italian rain gage had calibrated
depth marks to read rainfall depth.                 

The rain gage was used to measure
rainfall only from May until September
when rice fields were irrigated. Rainfall
collected in the rain gage was measured
using a Jucheok, a ruler (1 cheok = 20.66
cm) and rainfall intensity was classified
in a total of eight categories; Mi-u (light-
est rainfall), Se-u, So-u, Ha-u, Yeo-u,
Chi-u, Dae-u (heavy rainfall), and Pog-u
(heaviest rainfall). Number of measure-
ments reported was 2 times per dayFigure 4-4 Cheug-ugi and a standard ruler
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before 1791 and later it was 3 times per day. A total of 4 copies of the report was
documented and sent to high level office and in the last day of each month monthly
total precipitation was reported. 

During Dae-u (heavy rainfall) the number of measurements was temporarily
increased and occasionally the events were measured every 2 hours. Figure 4-5
shows the annual rainfall recorded in Seoul area for 210 years from 1770 to 1980. In
this chart the data from 1770 to 1908 were measured by the Cheug-ugi and convert-
ed to modern measurement unit, mm. 

3)  Measurements of Stream Flow stages

In 1441 when Cheug-ugi was developed, Hojo (Ministry of Revenue) proposed to
set up Supyo (a flow stage meter) to measure stream water level at Majeon-gyo of
Cheonggye-cheon (a stream in Seoul) near present location of Supyo-gyo and on a
stone at the Han river. According to the proposal a Supyo was set up at each site to
measure stream flow stages. Supyo has measuring marks on the surface to read flow
depth similar to the present staff gauge to measure stream flow level. Currently there
are a total of 256 years from 1636 to 1889 of stream flow level data measured with
this device. The data are well preserved as important hydrologic data.

The Supyo was developed and used earlier than any other countries in the world.
Record shows that a wooden device similar to Supyo was used in Thailand during
King Rama the 3rd in 1831 at the city of Ayuthya to measure the flow level of the
Chao Phraya river which supplied important agricultural water. 

Figure 4-5 Variation of annual rainfall for 215 years (1776 - 1991) in Seoul area
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5.  Development and Types of
Irrigation Facilities

The widely used irrigation facilities dur-
ing Joseon Kingdom were Je-eon (reser-
voir, dam), Bo (weir, diversion dam), and
Gugeo (irrigation canal) and a tool for irri-
gation was Sucha (pump). However, there
are almost no remains of the original shape
of such irrigation facilities constructed dur-
ing Joseon Kingdom. It is possible to esti-
mate the design, construction, operation,
maintenance and management of such irri-
gation facilities and irrigation tool using the
currently available relics, design drawings,
and various records. 

1)  Je-eon (Embankment) 

The most representative irrigation facility of Joseon Kingdom was Je-eon used to
store water by building an embankment across a stream. Je-eon is similar to a mod-
ern dam having a function of reservoir. Occasionally Je-eon was built by excavating
ground in the flat plain area. The size of Je-eon varies from a large dam like the
Byeokgol-je of Gimje to a small pond, but the meaning of Je-eon does not limit the
size.

In 1395, a government official (Jeong Bun) suggested as follow: “a waterway to
take water is built with stones on the bottom of embankment and then a wooden hol-
low column is set up vertically at the location where the stone waterway is connect-
ed to the reservoir. Three to five holes are drilled on the wooden hollow columns,
which are either closed or open depending on the desired water depths. A hollow
wooden trough is installed at the outside of the embankment to deliver the water
from the stone waterway and divert flow both sides of canal. In addition, one part of
the embankment is set up slightly lower than the other side but slightly higher than
the highest hole of wooden column, so that the part functions as a spillway to pre-
vent embankment overflow”. 

Even though there is no drawing, the proposal provided a design concept similar
to those of present reservoir intake system. There is a record that the intake system
was so effective that it was continuously introduced in 1415, some 20 years after the
proposal. The suggested system was not much different from the modern design
concept. Figure 4-7 shows the schematics of the suggested reservoir intake system. 

Figure 4-6 Supyo to measure
stream flow stage
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2)  Bo (Weir or Diversion Dam)

Bo was a diversion dam or a weir installed across a stream to divert water. It was
widely used to supply irrigation water. The Bo system was repaired, restored, operat-
ed and maintained by the Suri-gye (water user group) or Bo-gye (weir user group)
organized by farmers. Depending on the location there were various sizes of Bo but
those installed across streams in mountainous area were generally small and those in
plains are relatively large. Construction of Bo first started by installing wooden piles
across the stream and the upstream side of the piles is blocked and compacted with
soil, fascine and stones. Along with the diversion dam an intake canal is installed
and it is connected to secondary and tertiary canals.

Bo was installed at the same location of a stream every year to divert stream
water during springtime. It usually was washed off during floods in summer and was
rebuilt next spring. In order to build a Bo it took several hundred people for a large
size, several tens for a medium size and about ten people for a small size. The farm-
ers’burden was heavy as Bo was often washed off by flood after its installation.
However, the Bo during Joseon Kingdom was built on the assumption that it would
be washed off at the time of flood. If Bo was not washed off by floods, the loss

Figure 4-7 Schematics of water intake system of Je-eon
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would be even greater as the fields and the embankments around the Bo would be
damaged. 

But Bo was the most economic irrigation facility used for long time because it
was easy to find the construction materials and did not require high level of knowl-
edge and technique in its construction. The idea of Bo seems to have started during
late Goryeo Kingdom or early or middle 15th century and widely used during the
16th century. 

3)  Gugeo (Canal) 

Irrigation canals were built with soil by raising side embankments. But because
the bottom of canals may be eroded by flowing water the bottom is often covered
with stones. In 1486 a Gugeo of 3,666 meters long and 4 meters wide was construct-
ed at Jaeryeong, Hwanghae province. This canal bottom was covered with flat
stones. The canal had a slope to have water flow by gravity and the project seems to
be very large. One of the common problems to build Gugeo was to use someone’s
land to build the canal from the reservoir to its irrigation areas. When such a prob-
lem took place the government calculated size of the lost land for the construction
and compensated with future irrigated field within the area.

4)  Sucha (Water Lifter) 

Paddy fields located in high ground need lifting of water from the water source in
the low area. It was done with buckets in the early period and later by using a
Matdure (human powered water lifter) operated by two people. 

Then a Yongdure was used to lift water. Yongdure requires less energy than
Matdure but both needed a lot of labor. To improve this problem, in 1362 Sucha was
developed and distributed to lift water from streams and reservoirs. In early Joseon
Kingdom the politicians were interested in distributing Mujawi imported from
China. In 1406 one of the evaluation items of local chief officials was how they
pursed to build and distribute Sucha.  

In 1429 a government correspondent to Japan, Park Seosaeng studied uses of Sucha
of Japan and after returned he suggested the need of this equipment to King Sejong.
According to this suggestion Mujawi was manufactured and distributed in 1431.

During Joseon Kingdom there were two types of Sucha, Chinese and Japanese.
Sucha during King Sukjong(1674 - 1720 A.D.) was Japanese type and it was
Chinese type before the King. Chinese type included those run by hands, feet or ox
pull and Japanese type by feet. 
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5)  Flood Prevention Facilities

During Joseon Kingdom the projects to build embankments to prevent flood dam-
ages were called Bangcheon or Cheonbang project. Sometimes Cheonbang projects
included Bo to supply irrigation water. The Cheonbang projects became national
projects during King Hyojong (1649 - 1659 A.D.). According to a record it is
assumed that ditches were built to take water from streams to supply irrigation water
along with construction of embankment. Other than this during King Yeongjo (1724
- 1776 A.D.) soldiers were mobilized to expedite the projects and the Cheongcheon
river was dredged. 

It seems that weak embankments were damaged every year and caused flood
damages. During King Jeongjo (1777 - 1800 A.D.) embankments were built at the
Cheongcheon and Nakdong rivers and the rivers were dredged. It is clear that the
flood mitigation techniques were well developed at that time. 

The 7th section of Je-eon-samok declared in 1662 A.D. suggested to open a tem-
porary market at the place where embankments would be constructed and to let mar-
ket goers carry lumbers and stones because building embankments needs such mate-
rials. Also, the 9th section of the Je-eon-jeolmok declared in 1778 A.D. said that
higher embankment was necessary to install weir in the stream and the local chief

Figure 4-8 Yongdure         Figure 4-9  Mujawi
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should take a major role in construction of Bo because ordinary farmers could not
accomplish such large-scale projects by their own capabilities. 

6.  Irrigation Systems During the Japanese Colonial Period

1)  Establishment of Irrigation Associations

In 1904 Japanese Consul started to request a right to develop wastelands and later
forcibly demanded a land development right. In November 1905 Japan unilaterally
demanded and forced Korea sign Eulsa Protectorate Treaty and deprived of diplo-
matic right of Korean (Daehan) Empire. This was the beginning of a serious
Japanese land exploitation policy in Korea. 

In April 1906 Irrigation Association Ordinance was enacted and proclaimed.
Even though the statute was established by Japanese forcible demand it signified
modern lawful structure of project implementation and institutional organization of
irrigation and land development for irrigation, stream restoration, land clearing, and
reclamation, etc. Based on this new law, from 1908 numerous new construction and
restoration projects of irrigation and drainage facilities were started mainly around
the Honam plains of Jeonbuk province. The Japanese government founded many
irrigation associations and restructured many irrigation facilities.

After forcible occupation of Korea in August 1910, Japan implemented country-
wide land resource survey (1910 - 1918) and at the same time pursued to settle the
irrigation association projects by all means. The Joseon Irrigation Association Act
was enacted in 1917 and Irrigation Association Subsidy Regulation was enacted in
1919 to open a way to provide financial assistance to the projects. 

2)  Enforcement of Irrigation Projects to Increase Rice Production

Japan suffered a severe food shortage from 1910 which forced Japan heavily rely
on import of a large volume of rice from Korea. At this time the rice productivity per
unit area of Korea was one half as much as that of Japan. The main reason for this
was lack of irrigation facilities and cultivation techniques. Considering such prob-
lems in Korea Japan pursued to solve the food shortage problem from Korea by
implementing immense irrigation projects. Especially, because of a severe drought
occurred in the northwestern Korea in 1919, Japan could not import rice from Korea
as much as they expected. To solve such a severe food shortage in Japan, the Joseon
Rice Production Improvement Plan was implemented. 

The plan emphasized land improvement and improvement of cultivation tech-
niques but the former covered 70% of the plan. The planning period was 15 years
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from 1920 to 1934 where the development objectives in land improvement section
included the following ambitious scales; 225,000 hectares of irrigation improve-
ment, 112,500 hectares of land conversion from upland to rice paddy, and 90,000
hectares of land clearing and reclamation, totaling 427,500 hectares.

But when the plan could not be successfully achieved a revised plan was estab-
lished in 1926. This revised plan changed the size of the originally planned land
improvement to reduced 350,000 hectares, and newly established government spon-
sored low interest long-term financial loan system to actively finance the projects.
Even with such active financial assistance, the projects stopped in 1934 because of
the global depression in 1930 and subsequent big drop of rice price. 

On the other hand the plan helped establish various systematic measures such as
the Joseon Public Water Surface Reclamation Act in 1923, and the Joseon Land
Improvement Act in 1927. Also the Joseon Irrigation Association Act was revised in
July 1928. 

In July 1937 when Sino-Japan war broke out Japan again needed to provide mili-
tary food supply and to increase rice production in Korea. In order to intensify irri-
gation projects the Joseon Land Improvement Association was organized in May
1938. In the mean time, the severe drought occurred in Korea in 1939 further bur-
dened the food shortage problem. To solve the problem Japan started the Joseon
Rice Production Increase plan in 1940. This 6 years plan was expected to continue
from 1940 to 1945 to increase rice production by 1,511,000 seom through land
improvement of 163,000 hectares. The plan included irrigation improvement as the
main objective along with land reclamation, land consolidation, subsurface drainage,
small-scale irrigation projects, etc. But in 1941 when the 2nd World War broke out
the project period was extended to 12 years in 1942 and the planned development
area was increased to 577,700 hectares.  

The projects in the plan did not achieve any tangible results until the end of the
2nd World War in 1945 but through the forced implementation of the projects a few
systematic measures were established. The first such measure was the Joseon Union
of Irrigation Associations established in July 1940. This organization was a reform
of the Joseon Land Improvement Association established in 1938. The Association
was composed of the country’s irrigation associations as its members and its original
function was to promote mutual benefit among the participated associations. Then,
the Union covered the Association’s original function along with other functions
such as design, surveying, supervision of construction in project implementation and
guiding member associations in agricultural improvement. 

On the other hand to implement the plan guickly, another organization was estab-
lished as a joint implementation organization. This is the Joseon Farmland
Development Corporation established in January 1943. Until this time it required
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consent of 2/3 of the landowners within the association area to establish an irrigation
association and implement irrigation association projects. But after the Corporation
was established any projects that the Corporation considered feasible could be
forcibly implemented even with the opposition by the landowners. Also the
Corporation was given with a right to acquire any lands needed for development
projects by applying the Land Acquisition Act and to impose a portion of the project
cost to the farmers who are prospected beneficiaries of the projects. 

Thus, 316,000 hectares out of the total planned area of 577,700 hectares by the
Rice Production Increase Plan were transferred to the Corporation. But the
Corporation started only 82,000 hectares of land improvement by 1945 when the
2nd World War ended and Korea became independent. 

3) Opposition Movement and Operational Difficulties of Irrigation
Associations

The strong will of Koreans people to take independence back from Japan peaked
in March 1919 as the March 1st Independence Movement and Demonstration took
place, which was not successful. The Rice Production Improvement Plan was imple-
mented when Japan further strengthened the forcible policy. The Plan was intended
to increase rice production but for the Korean farmers it resulted in losing their tradi-
tional irrigation methods. From the beginning, the irrigation associations established
by the Plan was dominated by the Japanese land capitalists and rich Korean land-
lords. But the poor farmers suffered further by high tenant fees instead of receiving
benefits. To protest the unfair situation opposition movements started against the
establishment of irrigation associations and irrigation projects. 

This movement expanded throughout the country from 1922. The main cause of
this movement was the high financial burden of irrigation association projects and
the operation and maintenance cost imposed to the irrigators by the associations
after the completion of the projects. Most of the farmers opposed the projects think-
ing that it would be more beneficial to use the traditional irrigation facilities. This
movement caused the management problems that the irrigation associations encoun-
tered.

Around 1930 many irrigation associations had operational problems. The reason
was not only the slumped rice price. The main reasons were faulty construction
implementation and management. The former was occurred by unprofitable finan-
cial balance due to excessive project costs and water shortages originated from
insufficient initial survey. And the latter was caused by the excessive rehabilitation
costs of damaged area or lower than expected crop yields due to under-developed
agronomic techniques.
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To solve the operation problems of the irrigation associations there was a plan to
clean up the inefficient problematic irrigation associations in May 1935. Among the
total of 192 associations the five most problematic associations were abolished and
35 less efficient associations were financed by the government funds to pay off the
debts. And the debt payment period for 28 relatively less problematic associations
were extended. 

In the mean time the financial burden of the member farmers of the irrigation
associations was heavy from the beginning. In 1930 the members of irrigation asso-
ciations (farmers) had to repay 80% of the project cost with 7% annual interest, and
were charged with O&M costs. 

The following is an example of the heavy burdens imposed on the tenant farmers.
Cheolwon-gun in Gangwon province was a highly productive rice paddy region pro-
ducing 1/4 of the total rice production of the province. The Jung-ang Irrigation
Association supplied irrigation water to 10,000 hectares area where migrated tenant
farmers from the western and southern Korea cultivated the fields owned by
Japanese. The tenant fee imposed by the landowners was 60% of the total crop yield
because they had to pay 50% for generally allowed tenant fee plus additional 10%
for irrigation association dues. But the tenant farmers had to pay other expenses in
addition to this expense; farmhouse, plow ox, fertilizer, seeds, as well as the 20%
annual interest to the loan for these expenses. After the tenants paid all these expens-
es with their harvests the total deduction ended up to 86% of the total crop yield.
The high expenses left the tenant farmers with nothing but living in poverty. 

4)  Results of the Irrigation Projects 

The forcibly implemented land improvement projects during Japanese occupa-
tion, which started after establishment of irrigation associations in 1908, completed
520,000 hectares until 1945 as shown in Table 4-5. The projects restructured the
land and irrigation facilities for modern agricultural foundation.

7.  Examples

1)  Eojidun-bo and Gyeong-ugung-bo

The largest irrigation projects during the middle Joseon Kingdom were two diver-
sion dams constructed across the Jaeryeong river in Hwanghae province. One on the
east was Eojidun-bo and on the west was Gyeong-ugung-bo. These were constructed
in 1643 by General Kim Jajeom who was in charge of national defense of Hwanghae
province. These reservoirs were the largest and the most delicate irrigation facilities
during the Joseon Kingdom, which irrigated a total of 9,000 hectares. 
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Project Contents

Total 1908-1919 1920-1939 1940-1945

No. of
scheme

Size
(ha)

No. of
scheme

Size
(ha)

No. of
scheme

Size
(ha)

No. of
scheme

Size
(ha)

Irrigation
Improve
ment

Land recla-
mation

Land con-
solidation
Disaster

Rehabilitation

478
357
64
57

302
73
39

190

16,944

1,937

335,515
247,675
7,391
6,057

74,392

53,596
12,314
7,623

33,659

24,000

56,737

50,400

15
15

1,937

40,863
40,863

50,400

294
173
64
57

302
73
39

190

16,944

191,258
177,810
7,391
6,507

53,596
12,314
7,623

33,659

56,737

169
169

103,394
29,002

74,392

24,000

Sub-total

Irrigation Association
Cooperation
Spec. IrrigationAssociation
Small scale

Sub-total

Conversion to paddy field
Land reclamation
Tideland reclamation

Irrigation Association area

Drought relief

Reservoirs, Weirs

Total 19,661 520,248   1,952 91,263 17,540 301,591 169      127,394

Table 4-5 Land improvement projects implemented during the Japanese 
colonial period

At that time both sides of the Jaeryeong river were heavily sedimented and
formed alluvial fans where reed, rush, crabs, and water fowls were flourished.
General Kim observed the wide-open reed covered scenery from the Mt. Jeongbang
and was enlightened that highly productive paddy fields could be developed in the
area. In a summer night he sailed a boat along with his assistants and spent the night
on the river while having a party. Next morning he pulled up a pan sunken on the
bottom of the river in the previous night and measured the depth of silt deposited in
the pan. 

Then he called his assistants and told the following story. “I dreamed of a divine
spirit who appeared to me and said that if the reed covered area is developed large
productive paddy fields will be acquired and the places where flood prevention and
irrigation facilities should be installed will be shown with the divine spirit’s foot
marks. And the divine spirit commanded me to follow the words. Therefore, I will
follow the spirit’s command to install irrigation facilities to grow rice instead of
reed and let people and domestic animals live in the area instead of crabs”.
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General Kim’s idea was immediately implemented to start a large construction
project by mobilizing local people and prisoners. A flood prevention embankment
was built in the reed field on the left bank (east) of the river and a Bo was precisely
built with flat sedimentary rocks at Jong-am on the downstream of the Seoheung riv-
er, a tributary of the Jaeryeong river. This Bo was named Eojidun-bo. Eojidun-bo
irrigated 4,785 hectares which covered a total of four sub-counties; Seojong,
Yeongcheon, Mancheon, and Sain.

At the reed field on the right bank (west) of the Jaeryeong river another Bo was
built further upstream of the river at the downstream of the confluence of the
Jeontan creek and the Jaeryeong river. At the same time, to prevent floods from the
main stream of the Jaeryeong river and its tributary a 4 km long embankment was
constructed on the Seo river. Since the Bo was later owned by the loyal family it was
called Gyeong-ugung-bo which irrigated 3,807 hectares covering a total of three
sub-counties; Samgang, Namyul and Bukyul.  

During this massive construction there were many difficult situations. Especially,
final closure of estuary failed several times during high tide and the frustration was
so high that the people were about to abandon the project. Whenever such difficult
situation took place the General encouraged the people by saying “This project has
been implemented to follow the divine spirit’s will and we shall successfully com-
plete the project”and it was finally completed after experiencing many years’diffi-
culties.

Considering these situations there are three specific points to discuss about this
grand irrigation project. First is General Kim’s exceptional wisdom of developing
such large-scale irrigation project; his planning ability to conceptualize the project
after observing the area from a mountain fortress and to promote the project using his
dream, to encourage the people also by using the dream under the deeply frustrated sit-
uation. The second is that the Bo built as an irrigation facility was a kind of stone
embankment and the technique was exceptional to precisely pile up sedimentary
stones. Thirdly building a flood prevention embankment at the mouth of the river is
similar to the present tidal embankment project, and by stopping tidal water they suc-
cessfully completed the embankment project with persistent and inexhaustible will. 

These two Bo were administered by the local government for about 100 years and
transferred to the central government. Then in spring of 1927 the Gyeong-ugung-bo
was replaced by a new project. The project was to combine benefited areas of the
Gyeong-ugung-bo and 4,000 hectares of reed field in Anak-gun for developing a
total irrigation area of 11,000 hectares. This was done by constructing a reservoir
with a water surface of 1,100 hectares at the foothill of the Mt. Jangsu in the
upstream of the Jaeryeong river.
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2)  Chukman-je 

Chukman-je is the present Seoho in Suwon. It was built in 1797 by the order of
the Great King Jeongjo on the west of the Hwaseong castle to provide irrigation
water to the surrounding area when Hwaseong was constructed. The embankment is
1,246 cheok (380 m) long and 8 cheok (2.4 m) high, with two water gates. Pine trees
planted during the construction are still on the embankment and currently the reser-
voir supplies irrigation water for the experimental plots of the Rural Development
Administration. Along with a resting house called Hyangmijeong the shadow of the
Mt. Yeogi reflected on the water provides wonderful scenery especially during sun-
set where the citizens of Suwon loved the site as one of eight sceneries of Suwon. 

3)  Un-am-je 

Un-am-je was one of the largest dams in Korea until 1950. The reservoir was the
water source of the Dongjin Irrigation Association which is located in the food bas-
ket of Jeonbuk province covering three counties; Jeong-eup, Buan, and Gimje.
Construction of the dam started in November of the same year when Dongjin
Irrigation Association was established in August 19, 1925 and completed in
December1927. The dam was an arch-shaped dam built with crashed stone mixed
concrete. The dam is located at 2.4 km downstream of the point where the Chury-
eong stream meets the Seomjin river. The reservoir is the agricultural water source
for the Mangyeong plain. 

Figure 4-10 View of Chukman-je
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Figure 4-11 Un-am-je

The dimensions of Un-am-je are; 28 meters high, 318 meters long, total storage
capacity of 69 million cubic meters and 18,000 hectares of irrigation area. The main
reason to build such a large-scale dam for irrigation was the severe drought in the
Jeonbuk province area for three years from 1907 to 1909. In October1909, an irrigation
projectwas proposed to the government to relieve the drought damage but no proper
watershed was selected and no dam was constructedfor next 10 years until 1917. Later
an idea to build a dam in the Seomjin river was being progressed and implementation
of the project was proposed but was not accepted. During this period another
drought took place in 1924 and this finally became a momentum to build the Un-am-
je in November 1925. 

The dam was the only multi-purpose dam at that time in Korea and was a fine
looking arch-shaped dam equipped with tainter gate type spillway, the first such
spillway in Korea. The reservoir was not used to supply water to its own down-
stream area but the water was transferred to other watershed through a tunnel in a
mountain. To convey water from the intake tower to the Dongjin river for irrigation
a 4 km tunnel was installed and at the same time Un-am hydropower plant was built
where the transferred water falls from the tunnel. Also another 6 km tunnel was
installed and Chilbo hydropower plant was built by using the elevation difference.  
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It was very unique to have two hydropower plants built from one reservoir. It was
possible to build two hydropower plants because the elevation difference between
the full water level of the reservoir and the elevation of the plains where the water
finally reaches is as much as 115 meters. This massive Un-am-je does not exist any
more because a new Seomjin dam was built 2 km downstream of Un-am-je in early
1960 to expand Chilbo hydropower plant to relieve the nation’s power shortage. 

4)  Dae-a dam

Dae-a dam was a reservoir only for agricultural use. The construction began in
October 1921 after the Ik-ok Irrigation Association was established in 1920 and
completed in March 1923. It is located in Dae-a-ri, Dongsan-myeon, Wanju-gun,
Jeonbuk province to irrigate 8,000 hectares covering part of Jeonju, Iksanand Okgu.
The dam was built with large cobble mixed concrete and its dimensions are ; 32.62
meters high, 254.1 meters long and 143 hectares water surface at full capacity with
216 million cubic meters of storage capacity. At present the dam is not seen as it was
completely submerged because of a new dam built at its downstream. 

Figure 4-12 Dae-a dam
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Chapter V

Summary and Conclusion

The characteristics of rice physiology tell that history of irrigation started along
with rice farming. Rice farming started from gathering wild rice. After ancient peo-
ple learned that rice production would increase if adequate water is supplied to the
paddy fields, they were enlightened to irrigate the fields. It is assumed that irrigation
facilities began by installing small ditches to convey water to paddy fields. Based on
the discovery of carbonized rice and remains of paddy fields in many places of
Korean peninsula, rice irrigation should have been practiced during Bronze Age. 

The first time when history recorded about irrigation and large-scale irrigation
facilities was long after irrigation systems had been well developed. Since the first
large-scale reservoir, Byeokgol-je was installed in 330 A.D. it could be assumed that
regional and national irrigation developments would have been practiced in B.C. at
the latest.

The hydrologic conditions in Korea need to be considered for better understand-
ing irrigation practices and installation of irrigation facilities. Many droughts and
floods often occur during the irrigation season in Korea and it would be easy to
understand the needs and benefits of irrigation as the damages caused by droughts
appear immediately. These situations helped the country practice historically early
development and advancement of irrigation. 

In irrigation history of Korean, the large irrigation facilities such as Byeokgol-je
were constructed by the government and operation, maintenance and repair were,
therefore important issues to the rulers. When a military base was established at a
region, irrigation facilities were installed and maintained by the military unit to
secure its own food supplies. One of the examples is Susan-je in Milyang,
Gyeongnam province. 

At community level, diversion weirs were built and maintained by local farmers.
The weirs were not permanent structures, therefore, cooperative efforts of the farm-
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ers were continuously needed for construction and repair and operation of the weirs.
In early springtime, rice farming activity started with the building of weirs. For con-
struction and repair activities farmers organized a cooperative group, called Suri-gye
and worked together.

The farmers’cooperation for the construction and maintenance of irrigation facil-
ities became the base of Korean rural culture and spiritual foundation. In this sense
the cooperation should be recognized as the driving force for agricultural production
as well as development of Korean culture itself. Therefore, the most important issues
to be considered for irrigation history of Korea would be development of such vol-
untary cooperation spirit and continuation of keeping such spirit. 

The Great King Sejong (1418 - 1450 A.D.) who invented Korean alphabet made
many achievements such as establishment of a weather observation system, inven-
tion of the world first rain gage and development of flow stage meter for agricultural
purpose. The observation of meteorology for agriculture started in 1425 A.D. when
observation office called Gwansanggam was appointed. The office observed and
reported rainfall, snowfall, streamflow stage, frost, hail, etc. along with astronomy,
geography, almanac and astrology. 

The world first rain gage called Cheug-ugi was developed in 1442 A.D., which
has the diameter of 14.46 cm and the depth of 30.99 cm. The rain gage was distrib-
uted to the provinces. Annual rainfall records of Seoul area were measured by this
raingage for 138 years from 1770 to 1908 A.D., which have been well preserved. At
the same time along with Cheug-ugi, flow stage meter was developed and used for
measurement of stream water levels. Stream flow level data for a stream passing
Seoul downtown area were measured and kept for 253 years from 1636 to 1889
A.D.

It is noticeable that a ministry level position, Je-eon-jejo was appointed during the
King Sejo (1455 - 1468 A.D.) of the Joseon Kingdom to administer irrigation pro-
jects. Also noticeable is that high-level officials, Je-eon-gyeongchagwan or Je-eon-
byeolgam were sent to the provinces to inspect irrigation facilities. 

Two government regulations for operation and maintenance of the reservoirs, Je-
eon-samok and Je-eon-jeolmok were proclaimed in 1662 and 1778, respectively.
These regulations covered technical as well as managerial procedures. Such regula-
tions show the strong interest of the government in irrigation facilities. 

And through construction of irrigation facilities, construction techniques were
highly developed. This is because ancient large-scale construction projects were
related to constructing walls for national defense and installing reservoirs and irriga-
tion canals. It is widely accepted that the forerunner of the modern construction pro-
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jects and techniques in Korea was irrigation projects.

After the proclamation of Irrigation Association Act in 1906, modern time irriga-
tion associations started to emerge, and large-scale irrigation facilities such as reser-
voirs were installed successively. The traditional Suri-gye (cooperative) organized
by local farmers gradually disappeared and finally the government became the prac-
tical executing agency to implement irrigation projects. Such changes brought the
beginning of the loss of cooperative spirits of rural areas.

The irrigation history shows that the technology was the constraining factor for
irrigation development in the past. However, at present, there are many constraints
such as shortage of water and poor water quality which require tremendous efforts
even with the highly advanced technology.  In the modern society irrigation is not
restricted to agricultural sector, but strongly related to the ever-increasing popula-
tion, industrialization and environment. All these difficult situations require more
research and effort to solve the problems for the better future.
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